**PEARS Course**

*Pediatric Emergency Assessment, Recognition, and Stabilization*

This course is designed to prepare the healthcare provider in identifying a pediatric victim at risk of severe cardiopulmonary distress, intervene early to stabilize the child, and contact the next level of care early. This course is designed for those healthcare providers who care for children that are critically ill, such as EMS Providers, physicians, nurses, and others.

Provider Course Cost: $150.00 (Cost Includes Materials)

May 16, 2019- Northern Light Medical Transport, Bangor

June 11, 2019- St. Mary’s Regional Medical Center, Lewiston

September 20, 2019- Down East Community Hospital, Machias

October 15, 2019- Northern Light Medical Transport, Bangor

For questions or to register please e-mail Sally Taylor at staylor@apems.org or call 207-877-0936.

NO REFUNDS…Substitutions accepted

**Cancellations of less than 24 hours and no-shows will be invoiced the full tuition.**

**DEADLINE TO REGISTER IS 14 DAYS BEFORE THE CLASS DATE**